


THE BACHELOR 
bachelor bourbon, solerno blood orange liqueur, lemon juice, 
rosemary simple syrup, bitters

THE SUN ALSO RISES 
parce rum, lime juice, luxardo liqueur, yellow chartreuse

LA PLAYA 
vanilla infused tequila, cold brew, cinnamon, 
patron xo dark cocoa liqueur

THE DUTCHESS 
vodka, lillet blanc, pear simple syrup, lemon juice, rosemary

THE PARISIAN 
champagne, lemon juice, gin, thyme simple syrup

ST. ANDREW 
laphroaig 10 year scotch, cold brew, maple syrup, orange bitters, 
smoked salt rim 

WARM & TOAST Y 
cognac, aged rum, lemon juice, simple syrup, bitters, hot water 

ELEVATED LIBATIONS 
22



FAT TIRE
AMBER  fort collins, colorado 

COORS
AMERICAN LAGER  golden, colorado 

COORS LIGHT
LIGHT LAGER  golden, colorado 

BUDWEISER
AMERICAN LAGER  saint louis, missouri 

BUD LIGHT
LIGHT LAGER  saint louis, missouri 

RANGER
ipa  fort collins, colorado              

AMSTEL LIGHT
PALE LAGER  netherlands 

HEINEKEN
PALE LAGER  netherlands 

STELLA ARTOIS
PALE ALE  belgium  

CORONA EXTRA
PALE LAGER  mexico 

DOMESTIC + IMPORTED BEER
7



CHAMPAGNE ROSÉ 
möet and chandon “imperial”                                                    G  28  |  B 120

CHAMPAGNE 
möet and chandon “imperial” brut                                          G  24  |  B  108

CHAMPAGNE 
runiart “blanc de blancs”, brut, france                                                   B  72

CHAMPAGNE 
runiart “brut rose”, brut, france                                                                B  72

PROSECCO
domanda, vento, italy                                                                  G  12  |  B  56

CHARDONNAY
phelps freestone, sonoma coast, california                          G  25  |  B 100 

CHARDONNAY
st. clement, carneros, california                                                G  14  |  B 56 

PINOT GRIGIO
stellina di notte, delle venezie, italy                                        G  14  |  B  56

SAUVIGNON BLANC
nautilus, marlborough, new zealand                                      G  16  |  B  64

SAUVIGNON BLANC
guillebot plaisance, bordeaux blanc, france                         G  12  |  B  48

RIESLING
dr. l, mosel, germany                                                                    G  13  |  B  52

BUBBLES & WHITE WINE



CABERNE T SAUVIGNON 
frank family, napa valley, california                                           G  28  |  B 112

CABERNE T SAUVIGNON 
st. francis, sonoma county, california                                       G  14  |  B  56

MALBEC
terrazas de los andes, mendoza, argentina                           G  14  |  B  56

MERITAGE BLEND
cenyth, sonoma county, california                                           G  25  |  B  100

NEBBIOLO
oddero, barolo, italy                                                                      G  32  |  B  128

PINOT NOIR
jk carrieire “provocateur”, willamette valley, oregon          G  18  |  B  72 

SYRAH
guy farge, st. joseph, france                                                       G  21  |  B  84

PORT
barros, 10 year tawny                                                             3oz.  17  |  B  120

PORT
barros, 20 year tawny                                                            3 oz.  38  |  B  210

RED & PORT WINE



ISLAY AND ISLE SCOTCH
TALISKER STORM    30
TALISKER 18 48
TALISKER 25 125
TALISKER DISTILLERS 42
LAGAVULIN 16  35
LAGAVULIN DISTILLERS 42
PORT ELLEN  700
LAPHROAIG 10   75
ARDBEG   75

SPEYSIDE SCOTCH
CARDHU  20
CRAGGANMORE 12  16   
CRAGGANMORE DISTILLERS 42   
DALWHINNIE DISTILLERS  42  

HIGHLAND SCOTCH
MACALLAN 12  22
MACALLAN 18  52   
MACALLAN 25  150   
MACALLAN RARE CASK  20   
OBAN 14  21   
OBAN DISTILLERS  40   
GLENMORANGIE ORIGINALE 16   
GLENMORANGIE 18  40   
GLENMORANGIE 25 150   
SPEYBURN 10  40   
GLENLIVET 21  40   
DALWHINNIE DISTILLERS  42

LOWLAND SCOTCH
GLENKINCHIE DISTILLERS  42
LITTLEMILL 12 24   

BLENDED SCOTCH
DEWARS WHITE LABEL   15
JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK    16
JOHNNIE WALKER PLATINUM   40
JOHNNIE WALKER BLUE    95
JOHNNIE WALKER KING GEORGE   225





HERBACIOUS/BLENDABLE
BACHELORS BOURBON  22
WOODFORD RESERVE  26
BULLEIT BOURBON  16
BUFFALO TRACE  10

HONEY TONED
BLANTON’S  18
BASIL HAYDEN’S  22

STRONG
HUDSON’S BABY BOURBON  42
MAKERS MARK CASK STRENGTH  22
BAKER’S  22
TAYLOR BARREL STRENGTH  22
KNOB CREEK CASK STRENGTH  19

AMERICAN WHISKEY
STRANAHANS   17

RYE
10TH MOUNTAIN RYE  22
MICHTERS RYE  18
BULLEIT RYE  16

JAPANESE WHISKEY
HIBIKI  48
YAMAZAKI 12  38

IRISH WHISKEY 
JAMESON’S BLACK BARREL  22

BOURBON



RUM
RON ZACAPA 23 YEAR   16
RON ZACAPA XO   45
PARCE 12 YEAR   23
ATLANTICO   45
PYRAT “CASK 1623”   75

TEQUILA
CASA DRAGONES  260
CUERVO 250 ANNIVERSARY  650
CUERVO DE LA FAMILIA EXTRA AÑEJO   60
DELEON DIAMANTE   78
DELEON REPOSADO   62
DELEON AÑEJO   80
DON JULIO 1942   42
DON JULIO AÑEJO   25
DON JULIO REAL  140
DON JULIO REPOSADO   16
PATRON SILVER   16
PATRÓN BURDEOS  170
PATRÓN PLATINUM   68
PATRÓN XO CAFÉ   16

COGNAC
L’ARRESSINGLE VSOP ARMAGNAC   22
“HORS D’AGE” CALVADOS  360
HENNESSEY VS COGNAC   16
HENNESSY PARADIS EXTRA  360
HENNESSY X.O.   80
LOUIS XIII DE RÉMI MARTIN  400
RÉMI XO DE RÉMI MARTIN   60

  





HOOKAH  50
rosé
mint

strawberry
melon
grape

SHISHA REFILLS  15

VAPORTINIS  35
ZERO CALORIE DESSERT

chocolate cake
apple crumb

thin mint

CUSTOM
create your own flavor experience

CIGARET TES  15



RARE + HARD TO FIND CIGARS

GURKHA: HER MAJESTY RESERVE
connecticut maduro wrapper 2000
His Majesty’s Reserve is the world’s MOST EXPENSIVE CIGAR! This 
rare and famous cigar is comprised of 30 year old tobacco on the 
Connecticut Maduro wrapper and the filler is 7th prime 27 year aged 
Dominican.  The entire cigar has been infused with a full shot of the 
finest cognac in the world, Louis XIII. The amazing aroma is sealed in 
this wax cased crystal tube to lock in the flavor and the quality.  Only 
300 boxes made in 1999, this is the last of the original blend.  The 
total run was 6000 cigars.

PARTAGAS 150: GRAND CORONA  SERIES B
vintage 1978 cameroon wrapper 275
To commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Partagas family of 
cigars, founded by Jaime Partagas in 1845 in Havana, Cuba, this 
amazing and historic cigar is highly sought after and rarely found.  
Ramon Cifuentes, patriarch of the Partagas family in 1995, decided to 
use the only verifiable bail of Cameroon West African wrapper from 
the first crop grown there in 1978.  

1940 GURHKA SHAGGIES
rosado wrapper 150
Introduced in 2001 as part of a 350-box cache, this incredible smoke 
has history galore!  The “shaggy” construction was created to expose 
the filler leaves and binder to the most wary of consumers.  Tale has 
it that this was to unmask counterfeiters of cigars, not in 2000 but in 
1940!  Even then, “Fake Cubans” were everywhere! Remember you 
must trim the mustache before you light!

OPUS X
dominican wrapper 115
This most sought after production cigar is the flagship of the Arturo 
Fuente Family of cigars.  Made from 100% Dominican tobacco, even 
the Wrapper comes from the private farms of Chateau de la Fuente.  
Only the most skilled torcedores (Master Roller) are invited to wrap 
this full bodied and rich stogie.  Oily to the touch, Carlito Fuente 
spent 10 years searching for this blend.  



MILD + SMOOTH CIGARS

DAVIDOFF TUBOS: SPECIAL R
connecticut shade wrapper 50
This storied cigar factory only produces this signature cigar 
combining the finest Connecticut shade wrappers with the choicest 
Dominican Cibao Valley tobaccos to create a great smoke.

DIAMOND CROWN: #4
connecticut shade wrapper 43
Diamond Crown cigars are an elusive super premium that utilizes a 
special, “Connecticut Fermented Wrapper” (CFW). This 5-year old 
wrapper undergoes multiple fermentation processes, giving it a 
unique taste filled with sweet, rich flavors.

ASHTON CABINET: PYRAMID
connecticut shade wrapper 30
Fuente makes this cigar using 1994 vintage tobaccos from 
Dominican farms. This exceptional cigar has been uniquely crafted 
to deliver exceptional quality and flavors. One of the most difficult 
shapes to roll, it is only crafted by master rollers.

AVO: ROBUSTO
connecticut shade wrapper 28
This unique blend of six tobaccos, mostly from the Cibao valley 
of the Dominican Republic, has a very full-bodied and rich 
flavor with a smooth draw. Designed by the famous bandleader in 
1987 Avo Uvezian (“Strangers in the night”), blended and made by 
Zino Davidoff, this is an extraordinary smoke.



MILD + SMOOTH CIGARS

GURKHA: ROYAL CHALLENGE
ecuadoran connecticut shade wrapper 24
Highlighted by the smooth wrapper from Ecuador, this mild 
to medium body cigar is complemented with the rich flavor of 
Dominican filler for a satisfying, complex smoke.

ARTURO FUENTE: CHATEAU 
connecticut shade wrapper 19
From what is arguably the finest premium cigar house in the 
world, comes this  exquisitely mellow and flavorful smoke. Made 
in the Dominican Republic at Chateau de la Fuente, this blend of 
Dominican filler and binder combine well with the rich flavor of the 
Connecticut Shade wrapper.

MACANUDO: HYDE PARK
connecticut shade wrapper 22
This is the number one selling cigar in the USA. Simply stated, 
this cigar is the standard, which premium, mild, and easy to 
smoke cigars are measured nationally. The consistent quality                    
construction and familiar flavor are truly a pleasure to enjoy.



MEDIUM BODY + FLAVORFUL CIGARS

COHIBA: “RED DOT” TORO
cameroon wrapper 49
This most famous of names has been reincarnated by General 
Cigar in this rich and powerful smoke. Debuting in 1997, this 
medium to full body cigar is the product of five years of research.

ROCKY PATEL LIMITED RESERVE: 1990 VINTAGE
honduran wrapper 28
This is a remarkable cigar. Rocky is a recovering attorney who 
has become famous in the cigar world for his legendary brand, 
Indian Tabac. This box-pressed 1990 vintage cigar comes from 
a stash of tobacco lost in litigation for a decade.

ROMEO Y JULIETA: CLEMENCEAU TORO TUBE
indonesian wrapper 25
This is the Dominican version of the famous Cuban cigar named for 
Shakespeare’s story of the infamous love affair. A medium bodied 
cigar blended with Dominican Olar filler and binder from the famed 
Cibao Valley. 

HEMINGWAY SHORT STORY: PERFECTO 
cameroon wrapper 22
Aficionados  prize  this  truly  remarkable cigar the world over.      
Made by Arturo Fuente, this very rich yet mild bodied cigar is 
made with the famous Cameroon wrapper with an extra 140 days 
of natural aging. With its exquisite construction, this flavorful 
cigar has almost sweet undertones and a rich aroma.



BOLD + FULL FLAVORED CIGARS

PADRON ANNIVERSARIO 1964:  EXCLUSIVO MADURO
nicaraguan wrapper 49
The history behind this cigar is synonymous with the escape of 
tyranny and the onslaught of Communism in Cuba. Jose Padron 
fled Cuba at the pinnacle of the evolution and landed in his 
adopted home of Nicaragua. It was there that the first crops of his 
famous brand would create his signa-ture vintage line in 1964. Deep 
and rich, this full-bodied cigar is a delight to smoke.

MONTECRISTO #2: TORPEDO 
connecticut habano wrapper 36
This famous old Cuban brand began in 1935. Now made in the 
Dominican, this extraordinary cigar is in its most legendary shape, 
the pyramid torpedo. It delivers cedar flavors in abundance 
and a musty, smoky flavor jumps off the palate. Bold and tasty, this 
cigar boasts tons of flavor.

ASHTON VSG: ECLIPSE
ecuadoran sun-grown wrapper 34
“Ashton Virgin Sun Grown is not for everyone. It is for the cigar 
connoisseur who wants a full, potent cigar that cannot be 
forgotten.” These are the words of Carlos “Carlito” Fuente Jr., head of 
the Fuente family of cigars.

GURKHA CELLAR RESERVE: 15 YEAR
corojo wrapper   33
Another release in the Cellar Reserve collection, the Cellar Reserve
Edicion Especial is wrapped in a beautifully aged Corojo wrapper.  With
Dominican fillers and binders aged for 15 years this Gurkha is sure to
be a hit. 

SALOMON’S PRIVATE STASH DUAL WRAP
corojo + maduro wrapper  17
This true torpedo, tapered at both ends, delivers a spicy and
flavorful punch, designed for The Ritz-Carlton, Bachelor Gulch as
a signature cigar. This very Cuban-style taste will remind you of the
forbidden fruit of the Island in the Caribbean.



INFUSED, FLAVORED, MINI CIGARS + CIGARILLOS

GURKHA: GRAND RESERVE
connecticut shade wrapper 33
The flagship cigar of Gurkha.  The best selling cognac-infused cigar in 
the industry.  A silky 5-year Connecticut wrapper with an aged 3-year 
binder and filler, packaged in a gorgeous glass tube

GURKHA: BOURBON COLLECTION
connecticut broadleaf 33
Gurkha Bourbon Collection Toro is a new premium infused 
cigar made with Hartfield & Co Kentucky bourbon. The 
Toro sized vitola is hand crafted with small batch bourbon 
in a natural wrapper and blended tobacco fil lers from 
undisclosed locations. The aroma and complex tastes are 
divine, with hints of oak, vanilla and caramel, barley and 
rye.

FLAVORED TRIOS
3 CIGARILLOS 17
Irish Creme: the taste of the Bailey.s classic and white chocolate 
truffle, blended for richness
Moontrance: flavors of berries dipped in acacia honey and a hint of 
bourbon vanilla

DAVIDOFF MINI CIGARILLOS: 10 CIGARILLOS
ecuadoran connecticut shade wrapper 23
This Dominican made (and grown) cigarrillo uses Cuban seed, 
filler and the rich, full Ecuadoran Connecticut wrapper leaf to 
create a mild body, tasty treat. This brand is known for consistent draw 
and full, woody flavor.



EXCLUSIVE SEASONAL SHELF CIGARS

MACANUDO VINTAGE 1984: #2
connecticut shade wrapper 195

MACANUDO VINTAGE 1988: #2
connecticut shade wrapper 135
The vintage selection from this, the most recognizable 
cigar brand in the U.S.,  has only been produced in four 
different years, 1979, 1984, 1988, and 1993.  The natural 
and painstakingly slow aging process lasts a full  4 years 
when it was made and has a distinctive silky feel to the 
wrapper.  The 84’s are 33 years old and the 88’s are 29 
years old!!

PARTAGAS LIMITED RESERVE 1999 VINTAGE
cameroon wrapper 121
This famous brand began in Cuba in 1845 and has established itself 
as the grand dame of the old school cigar factories.  Reincarnated 
many times over throughout the years, this limited reserve edition is 
spicy and fuller bodied than it’s traditional blend.  Very few are made 
to ensure a supreme product

COHIBA LUXE: CHURCHILL ACRYLIC TUBE 
african gold cameroon wrapper 121
Cohiba is a celebrity in the cigar industry – there’s no denying that. 
This line originated from the special blend of tobaccos that Fidel 
Castro himself used to smoke, and to this day, the Cohiba 
brand continues to impress. Cohiba Luxe features an African 
Cameroon wrapper leaf, grown on a plot of lush soil located on the 
outskirts of the second densest rainforest on the planet.

LIGA PRIVADA: #9 BELICOSO
black oscuro puros wrapper 52
The wrapper alone will make your mouth water...a jet-black oscuro 
leaf that’s toothy, oily, and a marvel to look at. Underneath, aged long-
fillers from seven different farms unite, creating a bold and complex 
bouquet. However, an extra year’s worth of aging has morphed this 
tasty creature into a rich, meaty smoke with various notes of toast, 
coffee, and chocolate into a smooth, satisfying experience. Full-bodied 
but silky from start to finish, the Liga Privada No. 9 is a gem.



EXCLUSIVE GURKHA CIGARS

GURKHA: HER MAJESTY RESERVE
connecticut maduro wrapper 2000
This rare and famous cigar is comprised of 30 year old tobacco on the 
Connecticut Maduro wrapper and the filler is 7th prime 27 year aged 
Dominican.  The entire cigar has been infused with a full shot of the 
finest cognac in the world, Louis XIII. The amazing aroma is sealed in 
this wax cased crystal tube to lock in the flavor and the quality.  Only 
300 boxes made in 1999, this is the last of the original blend.  The 
total run was 6000 cigars. 

1940 GURKHA SHAGGIES
ecuadoran connecticut shade wrapper 150
Introduced in 2001 as part of a 350-box cache, this incredible smoke 
has history galore!  The “shaggy” construction was created to expose 
the filler leaves and binder to the most wary of consumers.  Tale has 
it that this was to unmask counterfeiters of cigars, not in 2000 but in 
1940!  Even then, “Fake Cubans” were everywhere! Remember you 
must trim the mustache before you light!

GURKHA: ROYAL CHALLENGE
ecuadoran  connecticut shade wrapper 24 

GURKHA CELLAR RESERVE: 15 YEAR
dominican wrapper 33 

GURKHA GHOST
brazilian arapiraca wrapper 23 

GURKHA: GRAND RESERVE
connecticut shade wrapper 33 

GURKHA: BOURBON COLLECTION
connecticut broadleaf 33 

—  Only available in Bachelors Lounge   —





ARTISAN CHARCUTERIE
colorado cured meats, pate, chutney 18 

COLORADO FARM CHEESE
local honey comb, sour dough baguette 16 

BUFFALOS’ S IGNATURE BISON CHILI
sharp cheddar, tortilla chips, scallions 15

JAR OF CHICKEN LIVER PATE
peach chutney, sour dough baguette 14

ROCKY MOUNTAIN TROUT SPREAD
smoked trout served with lavoche 14

WARM MIXED OLIVES
spiced and smoked 11

SLIDERS
NIMAN RANCH ALL-NATURAL BEEF
arugula, onion jam, grain mustard, mayonnaise, pretzel bun 18

BACON
thick cut pepper maple, justin’s peanut butter, green apple slaw      18

STARTERS


